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Abstract 

With the vigorous advancement of smart power grid, online monitoring is essential 

for a stable operation of overhead transmission lines. The energy supply that drives 

the monitoring system has become one of the bottlenecks restricting the development 

of distributed sensing systems. In view of the self-excited vibration with the 

characteristics of low-frequency and large-amplitude generated in the conductor 

galloping, a hybridized generator has been designed to be composed of an 

electromagnetic generator (EMG), a horizontal TENG (H-TENG), and a vertical 

TENG (V-TENG) to provide an alternative approach for capturing mechanical energy 

derived from conductor galloping. Based on triboelectric–electromagnetic working 

principal, a sophisticated-designed stator and rotor structure oriented to the 

application scenarios of transmission lines successfully achieved self-power through 

the designed EMG and galloping state sensing through the designed H-TENG and V-

TENG, respectively. The output performance, feasibility and durability of the 

hybridized generator was well validated on the linear motor platform and the 

conductor galloping test platform, and the output current was used to realize the 

characterization of the conductor galloping amplitude and galloping trajectory. This 

work not only provides an effective and sustainable solution to the self-powered 

intelligent sensor nodes in the complex surroundings of power transmission system, 

but also reveals TENG promising potential on the sensing applications in low-power 

monitoring sensors for conductor galloping. 

 

Keywords: Conductor galloping, Self-powered sensor, Hybridized generator, 

Galloping trajectory, Power transmission system 

 

1. Introduction 

Smart power grid plays an essential role in modern society
[1]

. Power transmission 

system is one of the most important parts of power grid. It mainly carries the 
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transmission of electric energy; potential defects or unforeseen failures within the 

power transmission system on power grids may lead to costly power outages and 

accidents
[2,3]

. Thus, online monitoring and fault diagnosis technology is necessary to 

ensure the safety and reliable transmission lines operation. The implementation of 

online monitoring of transmission lines depends on the development of sensor 

network with the limited energy distributed in a wide-complex region. These sensors 

can achieve the purpose of interconnection and human–computer interaction
[4]

. 

However, with a large increase in sensors, power supply has become a bottleneck, 

restricting the achievement of the long-term sensing requirements of transmission 

lines
[5]

. Traditional energy sources of sensors aimed at monitoring the condition of 

transmission lines including battery power supply, solar power and induction power 

supply. However, the problems of limited lifetime, environmental pollution, and low 

device maintainability have been exposed
[6,7]

, especially for the links in the power 

system that require real-time monitoring. Therefore, as a very promising alternative 

solution, environmental energy-harvesting technique can provide online monitoring 

system with powering. It can further utilize the energy resources in the surrounding 

environment of power transmission system, and a new and reliable self-powered 

sensor using green energy has become an extremely attractive solution.  

Among the potential failures with the power transmission system, conductor 

galloping and aeolian vibration are one of the most serious faults in the operation of 

power transmission lines. Conductor galloping is a self-excited vibration phenomenon 

with low frequency (0.1–3 Hz) and large amplitude (5–300 times the diameter of the 

wire) induced by wind load and ice load on the transmission lines, and aeolian 

vibration is a wind excitation phenomenon with high frequency (3-150 Hz) and low 

amplitude
[8-10]

. Both of them cause fatigues, broken strands, even broken wires in 

transmission lines, seriously threatening the safety and reliability of power grid. It is 

noteworthy that, in severe cases due to the large amplitude, conductor galloping may 

bring power supply interruption and even hazards, such as flashover between line 

phase, strand breakage, and even tower collapse accidents
[11, 12]

. Therefore, online 

monitoring of transmission lines galloping is necessary to ensure the safety of 
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electricity. The vibration energy generated during the process of conductor galloping 

provides the feasibility for the application of self-powered sensors. Vibration energy-

harvesting technique can be utilized given its advantages of harvesting and converting 

mechanical energy derived from conductor galloping into electric energy and self-

powered sensing of conductor galloping degree. The electromagnetic generator 

(EMG) and triboelectric nanogenerator (TENG) are often used for vibration energy 

harvesting. Especially, TENG is not only a new energy technology, but also a very 

effective self-powered sensing technology. Thus far, TENG has been demonstrated to 

be the most effective approach to convert ambient mechanical energy into sustainable 

electrical energy
[13-17]

 and realize high output performance. It can convert almost all 

types of mechanical power into electrical power
[18-29]

. TENG and EMG can be used as 

a complementary method due to the high output voltage of TENG and high output 

current of EMG
[30-40]

. In view of the irregular and multidirectional vibration motion of 

conductor galloping, an innovative idea that appropriately hybridizes the TENG and 

EMG is highly desired for the vibration energy harvesting induced by transmission 

lines galloping. 

Here, a self-powered sensor to realize the self-powered sensing nodes of the power 

transmission system and sense the state and degree of conductor galloping based on 

the hybridized generator made of TENG and EMG is introduced. The unique design 

of TENG-EMG hybridized vibration energy harvester enables the system to collect 

the low-frequency vibration energy and irregular vibration efficiently induced by 

conductor galloping. To effectively monitor the degree of transmission lines galloping 

and harvest the vibration energy of different galloping state, we have designed the 

EMG, H-TENG, and V-TENG to monitor and harvest the galloping degree and 

vibration energy of horizontal and vertical direction. A linear motor platform with 

frequency, amplitude, and acceleration as variables was established to 

comprehensively evaluate the dynamic output of the module. It can verify the 

excellent output capability of the model and the ability to collect vibration energy 

with low frequency and large amplitude. Furthermore, the application scenarios of the 

scale reduction model of transmission lines galloping was built to verify the feasibility 
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and effectiveness of the model in terms of harvesting and sensing. This work provides 

a solution to the self-powered intelligent sensor nodes in the complex surroundings of 

the power transmission system.  

 

2. Result and discussion 

2.1 Structure and working principle 

A self-powered and intelligent system consisting of magneto-electric and 

triboelectric hybridized generator was proposed for harvesting the vibration energy 

induced by power transmission lines galloping and monitoring the galloping state, as 

displayed in Fig. 1a. The designed TENG and EMG extract the vibration energy from 

the conductor galloping, especially the Horizontal-TENG (H-TENG) used for the 

energy harvesting and perception of horizontal vibration and Vertical-TENG (V-

TENG) used for that of the vertical vibration, as displayed in Fig. 1b. Herein, H-

TENG module is composed of stator and rotor. Design the structure and size can 

largely influence the characteristics of hybridized generator, including the number of 

blades and magnets on the rotor and coils on the stator. Structural optimization of 

hybridized generator was carried out to verify the output performance, as displayed in 

Figure S1 (Supporting Information), 6 blades and 3 magnets on the rotor and 5 coils 

on the stator was assembled in the hybridized generator. As shown in Figure 

S2c(Supporting Information), the stator is a hollow cylinder with a thickness of 5 mm 

and a radius of 85 mm made by 3D printing technology, the radius of the hollow part 

is 5 mm, and its surface has 12 fan rings that are evenly distributed. Twelve pieces of 

Cu electrodes are attached to the corresponding fan rings, and the copper electrodes 

are connected into two groups as the output terminal of energy. As shown in Figure 

S2d(Supporting Information), the rotor consists of three magnets, a bearing, and six 

fan ring blades evenly distributed around the bearing. The fan ring blade are made by 

3D printing with a central angle of 30°, and the arched FEP films are pasted on the 

each fan ring blades. Three magnets are placed in the three blades, which are below 

the horizontal position of the bearing. As shown in Figure S2e(Supporting 

Information), the V-TENG module is composed of a stainless steel cuboid block, two 
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springs, a supporting fan ring, and two 3D printed boards that are attached together. 

Three pieces of FEP film are pasted on the stainless steel cuboid block. One end of the 

two springs is connected to the stainless steel cuboid block, and the other end is 

connected to the stainless steel supporting the fan ring. Six pieces of copper electrodes 

are distributed on the rectangular grooves from top to bottom, and six pieces of 

copper electrodes are connected to two groups as the energy output terminal. The 

EMG module is composed of five groups of coils on the 3D printed board and three 

pieces of magnets on the rotating fan ring blades. The coils are embedded in the 

cylindrical grooves of the two bonded 3D printed boards. In addition, to reduce the 

impact of the torsion and bending of the transmission line galloping on the model, an 

ABS tube is used to connect the stator and rotor, as well as the aluminum cable steel 

reinforced (ACSR) through the ABS tube.   

The working principle of TENG with the example of a pair of electrodes is 

theoretically illustrated in Fig. 1c. The FEP film was assumed to be completely in 

contact with the electrode-1 at the initial state (Fig. 1c–i), and negative charges were 

generated on the FEP film through the triboelectrification; the same density of 

positive charges was generated on the electrode-1. When the blade moved toward 

electrode 2 (Fig. 1c ii-iv), which was induced by the external incentives, the positive 

charges in the loop were driven to move from electrode-1 to electrode-2 until the 

blade completely overlapped with electrode-2 (Fig. 1c v), at which point all positive 

charges moved to electrode-2, completing half a cycle. Then, the blade was driven to 

leave from electrode 2 and moved toward electrode-1 (Fig. 1c vi-viii) by the external 

incentives, forming a reverse current, until it overlapped with electrode-1 again (Fig. 

1c i), completing the entire cycle. In addition, to further investigate the working 

principle of TENG, a finite element simulation of TENG was conducted using 

COMSOL software. The three-state potential distribution between FEP film and 

copper electrode was calculated and obtained, as depicted in Fig. 1d. 

The generation mechanism of EMG based on electromagnetic induction with the 

example of a single coil is demonstrated in Fig. 1e. When the magnet rotated with the 

rotor, the magnetic flux passing through the coil would be changed. The coil was 
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assumed to be located between the three magnets at the initial state (Fig. 1e i), and no 

current was found in the coil. When the magnet moved away from the coil, the 

magnetic flux decreased and a clockwise current was generated in the coil to hinder 

the decline of the magnetic flux (Fig. 1e ii). When the magnet rotated to enable the 

coil to exceed the middle position of the two magnets, the magnetic flux through the 

coil began to increase, thereby generating a counterclockwise current in the coil (Fig. 

1e iii). When the end of the magnet moved away from the coil, a clockwise current 

was generated again in the coil (Fig. 1e iv). The movement of the magnet is a 

reciprocating process, leading to the formation of a circulating current in the coil.  
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Fig. 1. Structure and working principle of the hybridized generator. a) Schematic 

illustrations of the generators and its application in the transmission lines galloping. b) 
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Detailed structure of the hybridized generator, including EMG, H-TENG, and V-

TENG. c) Working principle of H-TENG and V-TENG. d) Electric potential 

distribution simulation of H-TENG and V-TENG by COMSOL. e) Magnetic field 

distribution simulation of EMG. 

 

2.2 Output and characteristics of hybridized generator 

To comprehensively evaluate the dynamic behavior of the hybridized generator 

oriented to the conductor galloping scenario, the performance of the hybridized 

generator was evaluated on a linear motor platform, and the effects of vibration 

frequency, vibration amplitude, and vibration acceleration on the output were 

systematically studied. In this work, aiming at the 4 mm diameter of aluminum clad 

steel wire (JL/G1A-25/4) used in the transmission line for voltage over 10 kV, four 

working strokes of the linear motor were selected to investigate the output 

characteristics of the hybridized generator oriented to the conductor galloping with 

the amplitude range of 5–30 cm (12.5–75 times of the wire diameter) under the 

frequency range of 0.7–2.8 Hz. 

The influence of vibration frequency on the output of EMG under the condition of 

5 cm stroke is displayed in Fig. 2a. The voltage and current peak value of EMG 

increased from 0.2 V to 1.02 V and 0.84 mA to 3.17 mA with the vibration frequency 

increasing from 0.7 Hz to 2.8 Hz. The output of EMG also exhibited a distinct uptrend 

with the increase in vibration frequency under the stroke conditions of 10, 20, and 30 

cm, as depicted in Figure S3(Supporting Information). These results are consistent 

with the voltage and current output expression of EMG according to Faraday’s law 

[41,42]
, as follows: 

dt

d
NVEMG


                                                    (1) 

   
coil

EMG
EMG

R

V
I                                                     (2) 

where VEMG represents the induced electromotive force generated in the coil, N 

represents the turn number of the coil, φ represents the magnetic flux linkage of one 

turn coil, and t represents the time. R coil and IEMG represent the resistance of the coil 
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and the induced current, respectively. Thus, the increase in vibration frequency 

directly results in the increase in the change rate of the magnetic flux, further leading 

to the increase in the output voltage and current. 

   Then, the influence of the vibration amplitude on the output performance of EMG 

under different strokes at the vibration frequency of 1.2 Hz was investigated, as 

depicted in Fig. 2b. The voltage and current peak value of EMG increased from 0.28 

V to 9.7 V and 0.93 mA to 15.87mA with the stroke increasing from 5 cm to 30 cm. 

This finding exhibits a directly increasing trend with increasing stroke. For the 

proposed EMG composed of a fixed coil and a movable magnet, according to 

Equation (1), the VEMG can be further expressed as follows 
[43]

: 

v
dx

xdB
NS

dt

dx

dx

xdB
NS

dt

xdB
NS

dt

d
NVEMG

)()()(


                  (3) 

where B(x) is the magnetic flux density through the coil, S is the area of the coil, x is 

the moving distance of the magnet, and v is the speed of the magnet. In addition, the 

horizontal speed component of the magnet is assumed to be always consistent with 

the speed of the linear motor, and the acceleration and deceleration processes were 

ignored when the linear motor changed the direction. Then, the speed of the linear 

motor can be expressed as follows: 

t

s
vlinear                                                           (4) 

where s is the movement distance of the linear motor, and the speed of the magnet can 

be further expressed as follows: 

 coscos t

sv
v linear                                                     (5) 

where θ is the angle between the magnet speed and the linear motor speed. 

Combining equations (2) and (4), the relation between voltage and stroke can be 

deduced, as follows: 

cos

)(

t

s

dx

xdB
NSVEMG                                               (6) 

Therefore, the output voltage increased with the increase in the vibration stoke at 

the same magnet position. According to equation (2), the current also increased. 

Finally, the influence of the different accelerations on the output performance of 
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EMG under the 10 cm stroke of the linear motor was investigated, as depicted in Fig. 

2c. The output of EMG exhibited an evident uptrend with increasing acceleration 

from 500 mm/s
2
 to 10000 mm/s

2
. While the acceleration was in the range of 10000 

mm/s
2
 to 30000 mm/s

2
, the output was almost unchanged due to the upper limitation 

of the rotation speed of the magnet under the current stroke condition. The increase in 

acceleration increased the speed of the rotor, thereby producing a greater rotation 

amplitude and change in magnetic flux under the condition of a fixed stroke; the 

output of EMG increased. However, the rotation speed of the magnet may reach its 

limit under the current stroke condition when the acceleration reached a certain value, 

and the output of EMG cannot continue to increase. 

The designed EMG was tested on the linear motor to further verify its energy 

capture ability. The result showed that the EMG produced effective power supply 

effects under the conditions of 20 cm and higher strokes. The energy supply 

performance of EMG was obtained under the condition of 20 cm stroke and 1.7 Hz 

vibration frequency. The capacitor charging ability of the EMG was demonstrated by 

increasing the voltage of the 1000 μF capacitor to 4 V within 10 s (Fig. 2d). The 

output of the EMG was measured with external loads from 1 Ω to 50 kΩ, and EMG 

produced an instantaneous peak power of 16.4 mW at the matched resistance of 380 

Ω (Fig. 2e). It satisfied the requirements for the working mode of MCU in the online 

monitoring system aimed at the conductor galloping. Finally, the actual power supply 

of the EMG was tested and verified. The results showed that 100 LED lights were 

lighted up (Fig. 2f and Movie S2). In addition, when an external rectifier bridge was 

connected with a 1000 μF capacitor and a zener diode in parallel, the temperature and 

humidity sensor were proven to work effectively after the capacitor was charged to 

3.5 V. 
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Fig. 2. Output performance of the hybridized generator on a linear motor. a) Output of 

the EMG in different frequencies. b) Output of the EMG in different strokes. c) 

Output of the EMG in different accelerations. d) Charge time of the EMG for different 

capacitors. e) Peak power with the external loading resistance (under the vibration 

stroke and frequency of 20 cm and 1.7 Hz). f) Supply energy to LED lights and 

temperature and humidity sensor. 

 

For H-TENG and V-TENG, the effects of vibration frequency, vibration amplitude, 
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and vibration acceleration on the output were also systematically explored. The 

influence of vibration frequency on the output of H-TENG and V-TENG under the 

condition of 5 cm stroke is displayed in Fig. 3a and d, respectively. With the vibration 

frequency increasing from 0.7 Hz to 2.8 Hz, the voltage peak value of H-TENG and 

V-TENG increased from 3.86 V to 22.7 V and 1.44 V to 3.41 V. Moreover, the current 

peak value of H-TENG and V-TENG increased from 0.02 μA to 0.52 μA and 0.177 

μA, respectively, indicating that H-TENG has more potential performance of energy 

harvesting than V-TENG. In addition, under the stroke conditions of 10, 20, and 30 

cm, the output of H-TENG and V-TENG exhibited a distinct uptrend with the 

increase in vibration frequency from 0.7 Hz to 1.5 Hz and 0.7 Hz to 2 Hz, 

respectively. However, when the vibration frequency of H-TENG and V-TENG 

reached 1.5 and 2 Hz, respectively, the voltage peak value of H-TENG and V-TENG 

remained 40 and 6 V, respectively, as displayed in Figure S4a-f (Supporting 

Information). The output voltage of TENG can be expressed as follows:  

dC

dQ
VTENG                                                             (7) 

where Q is the transfer charge between the TENG electrodes, and C is the equivalent 

capacitance of each TENG, which is only related to the material characteristics, shape, 

and size. For H-TENG, in view of the impact of the FEP film gravity, the film failed 

to make full contact with the copper electrode under the conditions of low frequency 

and low stroke. When the stroke and frequency reached a certain value, the FEP film 

was fully stretched and completely in contact with the stator electrode, and the charge 

reached saturation, resulting in almost constant voltage peak. The charge Q after 

reaching a stability can be expressed as follows: 

 )(
180

2

1

2

2 rr
a

Q                                                  (8) 

where a is the center angle of copper electrode, r2 and r1 are the outer and inner radii 

of rotors, and σ is the equivalent triboelectric charge density. In addition, for V-

TENG, under the conditions of low frequency and low stroke, only part of the FEP 

film on the stainless steel was in contact with the copper electrode. When the stroke 

and frequency reached a certain value, the FEP film was completely in contact with 
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the copper electrode during the vertical vibration process. The charge reached 

saturation, which can be expressed as follows:  

lwQ                                                             (9) 

where l and w are the length and width of the rectangular FEP film, respectively. 

Under the conditions of different strokes and accelerations, the voltage output of H-

TENG and V-TENG also reached a stable peak value, as displayed in Fig. 3b–c and 

e–f.  

However, the current output varied almost linearly with the increase in frequency, 

stroke, and acceleration, which was considered the core advantage of freestanding 

mode 
[40]

. The current is the rate of charge transfer, which can be expressed as 

follows: 

dt

dQ
I                                                           (10) 

As shown in Fig. 3a and d, the current output of H-TENG and V-TENG exhibited a 

direct uptrend with increasing frequency. The charge transfer rate increased with 

increasing frequency, resulting in the increase in the current output. For H-TENG, 

according to Equation (4), the increase in stroke in the same moving time accelerated 

the magnet’s movement, resulting in a greater swing amplitude. Under the condition 

of the same frequency, the larger rotation amplitude leads to faster charge transfer 

between electrode 1 and electrode 2, eventually increasing the current output. For the 

V-TENG, under the conditions of the same frequency, the increase in stroke 

intensified the deformation degree of spring, resulting in more contact between the 

stainless steel block and copper electrodes during the reciprocating process. This 

condition leads to faster charge transfer between the electrodes and increase in 

current. In addition, the current variation of H-TENG was the same as that of EMG 

during the acceleration increased. As depicted in Fig. 3c, the output of H-TENG 

exhibited an evident uptrend with the acceleration increasing from 500 mm/s
2
 to 

20000 mm/s
2
. While the acceleration was in the range of 20000 mm/s

2
 to 30000 

mm/s
2
, the output was almost unchanged due to the upper limitation of the rotation 

speed. Thus, the charge transfer rate between electrode-1 and electrode-2 remained 
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unchanged. Similarly, the output of V-TENG exhibited an evident uptrend with 

increasing acceleration from 500 mm/s
2
 to 10000 mm/s

2
. While the acceleration was 

in the range of 10000 mm/s
2
 to 30000 mm/s

2
, the current output was basically 

unchanged, as displayed in Fig. 3f, because when the acceleration reached 10000 

mm/s
2
, the stainless steel block touched the bottom of the rectangular groove.   

 

Fig. 3. a) Output of H-TENG in different frequencies. b) Output of H-TENG in 

different strokes. c) Output of H-TENG in different accelerations. d) Output of V-

TENG in different frequencies. e) Output of V-TENG in different strokes. f) Output 

of V-TENG in different accelerations. 
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2.3 Hybridized generator’s sensing ability for transmission lines galloping 

A scaled reduction model of transmission lines galloping test platform was 

fabricated to illustrate the potential ability of the hybridized generator in the 

monitoring application of transmission lines galloping. It consists of a scaled 

reduction model of transmission line and a galloping testing machine, as depicted in 

Fig. 4a–d. The scaled reduction model of transmission line was made up of two 

supporting poles with a height of 1 m, two insulator strings and clamps, and an ACSR 

with a length of 3 m and a wire diameter of 6.98 mm, as depicted in Fig. 4c. The 

galloping testing machine based on three-degree-of-freedom reciprocating motor was 

fabricated to be composed of transverse reciprocating motor, longitudinal 

reciprocating motor, frequency and voltage regulator, as depicted in Fig. 4d. The 

longitudinal reciprocating motor was placed on the slide rail and connected with the 

transverse reciprocating motor to provide different vibration patterns through the 

cooperation with the transverse reciprocating motor, including horizontal vibration, 

vertical vibration, and approximate circular motion. It provided the different vibration 

types of the scaled-down transmission lines with adjustable amplitude of 0-15 cm and 

adjustable frequency of 0.7-2.8 Hz, effectively simulating the real conductor 

galloping state. 

To verify the feasibility of the designed conductor galloping test platform, the 

galloping testing machine was used to provide different vibration patterns on the 

transmission line under the condition of 1.5 Hz vibration frequency, including 

horizontal vibration, vertical vibration, and approximate circular motion. An 

accelerated sensor was further used to measure the galloping amplitude driven by the 

galloping testing machine. The results showed that the transmission lines galloping 

test platform can effectively simulate the conductor galloping, which can be 

equivalent to a three-degree-of-freedom vibration, consisting of horizontal, vertical, 

and torsion. As a result, an irregular ellipse is obtained in the case of approximately 

circular motion from the point of view of motion trajectory. Among them, the 

maximum amplitude of the horizontal motion was 17 cm, the maximum amplitude of 

the vertical motion was 15 cm, the maximum amplitude of the long axis of the elliptic 
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motion was 11 cm, and the maximum amplitude of the short axis of the elliptic 

motion was 10 cm, as shown in Fig. 4e–g. The results exhibited that the amplitude of 

the conductor galloping in the horizontal motion was relatively larger than the vertical 

motion, indicating that the stroke in the horizontal direction was more conducive to 

energy harvesting of H-TENG and further providing a sensing solution for the 

conductor galloping based on the output performance of H-TENG and V-TENG. In 

summary, the designed galloping test platform can account for the scenario of 

transmission lines galloping to a certain extent. 

Five working vibration conditions were selected to investigate the output 

performance of the EMG and H-TENG oriented to the horizontal motion, and the V-

TENG oriented to the vertical motion of conductor galloping in the range of 0.7–2.2 

Hz, respectively, as depicted in Fig. 4h–j. The figure shows that the output voltage of 

EMG, H-TENG, and V-TENG presented a directly increasing trend with the increase 

in vibration frequency; especially, the H-TENG exhibited a better output voltage. 

Then, the preliminary tests on the output of the composite generator in different 

galloping states at 1.5 Hz on the conductor galloping testing platform were conducted. 

The results indicated that H-TENG and V-TENG cannot harvest energy under the 

conditions of the single vertical motion and horizontal motion in the conductor 

galloping, respectively, as depicted in Fig. 4l and m. The transmission lines galloping 

prompted the rotation of the rotor of the EMG and H-TENG through bearing, which 

was mainly attributed to the contribution of the deflection of the rotor by the 

horizontal deflection force. Moreover, the amplitude in the horizontal direction 

affected the stroke of the rotor of EMG and H-TENG, directly determining the output 

performance. The single vertical force resulted in the slight torsion motion of 

transmission line, and the slight horizontal component also appeared. However, 

effectively prompting the rotation of the rotor of the EMG and H-TENG and 

producing power output are difficult. Analogously, V-TENG cannot harvest energy 

under the conditions of the single horizontal motion in the conductor galloping, as 

depicted in Fig. 4m, but it can harvest energy under the conditions of single vertical 

motion and elliptical galloping due to the impact of the vertical force on the vertical 
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vibration of the spring. Furthermore, in view of the appearance of torsion in the 

elliptical galloping state, the single horizontal and vertical galloping state had a larger 

stroke than the elliptical galloping state under the same vibration frequency. For the 

elliptical galloping state, the amplitude of the horizontal and vertical axis of the 

elliptical galloping induced by the galloping test machine was smaller than that of the 

single horizontal and vertical motion in the conductor galloping, respectively, as 

depicted in the Fig. 4e–g. Thus, the output of EMG and TENG under the conditions of 

elliptical galloping was smaller than that under the conditions of horizontal and 

vertical galloping. 
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Fig. 4. Transmission lines galloping test platform and output of hybridized generator 

under the different galloping states. a) Scale reduction model of transmission line. b) 

Testing platform. c) Scale reduction model of transmission line galloping. d) 

Galloping testing machine. e) Amplitude in horizontal galloping state measured by the 

accelerated sensor. f) Amplitude in vertical galloping state measured by the 

accelerated sensor. g) Amplitude in elliptical galloping state measured by the 

accelerated sensor. h) Output of EMG in different frequencies. i) Output of H-TENG 

in different frequencies. j) Output of V-TRENG in different frequencies. k) Output of 
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EMG in different galloping states. l) Output of H-TENG in different galloping states. 

m) Output of V-TENG in different galloping states. 

 

The monitoring of galloping amplitude is the key to achieve the long-term sensing 

needs of transmission lines galloping 
[44,45]

. The output of the hybridized generator 

with different vibration amplitudes was further tested and investigated to verify the 

feasibility of the hybridized generator to achieve the monitoring of the transmission 

lines galloping state. For the conditions of horizontal galloping and elliptical 

galloping, the output of EMG exhibited a direct uptrend with the increasing vibration 

amplitude, as depicted in the Fig. 5a and b. Specifically, with the vibration amplitude 

of the horizontal galloping increased from 5.2 cm to 16.8 cm, the voltage peak value 

of EMG increased from 0.08 V to 5.55 V, and the current peak value increased from 

0.81 mA to 10.65 mA. With the increase in the amplitude of the major axis of the 

elliptical galloping (horizontal direction) from 5 cm to 10.8 cm, the voltage peak 

value of EMG increased from 0.1 V to 5.68 V and 0.32 mA to 8.56 mA. The energy 

supply performance of EMG under the condition of elliptical galloping was better 

than that of horizontal galloping under the same horizontal amplitude. The torsion 

movement and vertical component motion triggered by the conductor vibration 

aggravated the motion displacement of the rotor of EMG and further promoted the 

output increasing. In addition, the voltage and current peak value of EMG reached 4 

V and 7.8 mA, respectively, when the vibration amplitude (9.5 cm) of the elliptical 

galloping was about 18.3 times of the wire diameter (6.97 mm), and the output 

performance presented an uptrend with increasing stroke. This finding indicates that 

EMG can obtain effective output under the conditions of large-amplitude galloping. 

According to the previous results of load capacity of EMG based on the linear motor 

test, EMG had effective energy supply capacity to power the temperature and 

humidity sensor when the amplitude reached 20cm. Due to the design limitation of the 

galloping test machine, it cannot reach the vibration amplitude of EMG power supply 

output compared with the output based on linear motor platform, and the output of 

hybridized generator cannot reach the level of powering the temperature and humidity 
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sensor. However, it is noteworthy that the vibration amplitude of the HV 

transmissions lines galloping is much larger than the maximum amplitude induced 

from the galloping test machine. This finding exhibits that the EMG of the hybridized 

generator can provide effective energy supply for sensing system in the field of online 

monitoring actual application. 

 

Fig. 5. Output of EMG on the galloping test machine. a) Output of EMG in the 

horizontal galloping state. b) Output of EMG in the elliptical galloping state. 

The correlation between the output of the TENG and the vibration amplitude under 

the single direction excitation of the conductor galloping state was analyzed, and the 

average filtering peak detection circuit was used to obtain the peak value. For the H-

TENG and V-TENG, the output characteristics had a significant positive correlation 

with the vibration amplitude of horizontal and vertical galloping, respectively. In 

addition, the increase in vibration amplitude further promoted the output performance. 

Specifically, with increasing vibration amplitude from 5.3 cm to 16.8 cm, the voltage 

and current peak value of H-TENG increased from 1.2 V to 40 V and 0.15 μA to 2.8 

μA, respectively, as shown in Fig. 6a. With increasing vibration amplitude from 5.1 

cm to 14.7 cm, the voltage and current peak value of V-TENG increased from 0.22 V 

to 5.91 V and 0.014 μA to 0.77 μA, respectively, as shown in Fig. 6c. Furthermore, 

when the vibration amplitude increased to 15.4 and 13.9 cm, the voltage of H-TENG 

and V-TENG remained stable, but the current continued to increase. The result 

indicated that the output current was more sensitive to the change in vibration 

amplitude, and the current peak value was linearly related to the amplitude variation 
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trend, as depicted in Fig. 6b and d. Finally, the correlation between the output of 

TENG and the vibration amplitude under the elliptical galloping state was further 

analyzed. Analogously, for H-TENG and V-TENG, the output characteristics had a 

significant positive correlation with the vibration amplitude of elliptical galloping. 

Specifically, with increasing vibration amplitude from 5 cm to 10.8 cm, the voltage 

and current peak value of H-TENG increased from 1.31 V to 28.9 V and 0.06 μA to 

0.82 μA, respectively, as depicted in Fig. 6e. Furthermore, the voltage and current 

peak value of V-TENG exhibited a continuous rise with increasing amplitude, 

specifically from 0.29 V to 3.36 V and 0.01 μA to 0.33 μA, respectively, as depicted 

in Fig. 6g. The current peak value of H-TENG and V-TENG was also linearly related 

to the amplitude variation trend, as depicted in Fig. 6f and h. The figures show that 

the energy supply performance of H-TENG was superior to that of V-TENG, 

considering the different size and structure of the designed TENG. In summary, the 

peak value analysis, as a less energy consumption strategy, is the main analytical 

method, which can be used as a qualitative assessment to distinguish the contribution 

of horizontal and vertical components in the transmission lines galloping and the 

galloping degree on the premise of accumulating a large amount of measured data in 

future work. In addition, the output of each module in the hybridized generator can 

also be used as the basis for qualitative assessment of conductor galloping type. The 

hybridized generator was designed to be composed of H-TENG, V-TENG and EMG. 

The EMG and H-TENG of the hybridized generator produce output, while the little 

output of V-TENG indicates that the main occurrence of the horizontal galloping. On 

the contrary, the conductor only vibrates in the vertical galloping state when only V-

TENG produces output. When EMG, H-TENG and V-TENG all produce output, the 

conductor vibrates in the elliptical galloping state. 
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Fig. 6. Output of TENG on the galloping test machine and fit curve of amplitude. a) 

Output of H-TENG under horizontal galloping. b) Fit curve of amplitude under 
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horizontal galloping. c) Output of V-TENG under vertical galloping. d) Fit curve of 

amplitude under vertical galloping. e) Output of H-TENG under elliptical galloping. 

f) Fit curve of the major axis amplitude of elliptical galloping. g) Output of V-TENG 

under elliptical galloping. h) Fit curve of the minor axis amplitude of elliptical 

galloping. 

 

In summary, the relationship between the galloping amplitude and the output 

current of TENG is linearly related to high goodness of fit. Specifically, the fitting 

relationship between the current of TENG and the vibration amplitude under the 

condition of different galloping patterns can be calculated and obtained, as shown in 

Table 1. xh and xv represent the horizontal and vertical displacements generated by the 

galloping test machine, respectively. ih and iv represent the output currents of H-TENG 

and V-TENG, respectively. The feasibility and reliability of the evaluation method of 

conductor galloping amplitude were further investigated through error analysis. The 

model of transmission line galloping testing platform was used to provide five 

different amplitudes xa in each galloping state, which can be measured by the 

acceleration sensor. The output current of TENG under different galloping can be 

obtained by the hybridized generator, and the fitting galloping amplitude x can be 

calculated based on the above fitting formula. The relative error between xa and x is 

defined as follows: 

   
a

a

x

xx
e

|| 
                                                      (11) 

As shown in, Fig. 6b, d, f and h, the fitting galloping amplitudes were fairly close 

to the measured galloping amplitude. Specifically, the relative errors between the 

fitting galloping amplitude and the measured galloping amplitude under the condition 

of the single horizontal galloping, the single vertical galloping, and the elliptical 

galloping are 2.6%, 2.8%, 3.4% (major axis), and 4.2% (minor axis), respectively.  

The results indicate that the evaluation method of galloping amplitude provides a 

feasible solution for the perception of the conductor galloping state. 
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Table 1 Fitting equations between the galloping amplitude and output current of 

TENG 

Different galloping patterns Fitting formula Goodness of fit  

Single horizontal motion 54.410.4  hh ix  
0.9974 

Single vertical motion 33.554.12  vv ix  
0.9958 

Horizontal direction of elliptical motion  79.687.4  hh ix  
0.9937 

Vertical direction of elliptical motion 10.526.15  vv ix  
0.9922 

 

The feasibility of TENG in the field of monitoring of transmission lines galloping 

state was verified and explored combined with the galloping trajectory and fitting 

galloping amplitude. The characterization of the output of TENG on the galloping 

trajectory was further analyzed. In view of a certain periodicity of transmission lines 

galloping, the displacement in the vertical and horizontal directions can be 

approximated as a sinusoidal signal, and the interval time between two peaks is the 

galloping period T, as depicted in Figure S5 (Supporting Information). The trajectory 

output of one cycle measured by the acceleration sensor and the vibration amplitude 

calculated by the fitting formula were analyzed jointly, and the midpoint of the 

amplitude was calculated by the output current set at the origin, as depicted in Fig. 

7d–f. The galloping trajectory had a small vertical and horizontal displacement in 

addition to the main direction displacement under the condition of single horizontal 

and vertical galloping, respectively, because the conductor galloping in a single 

direction caused the slight torsion movement, which triggered a slight movement in 

the other direction. In addition, the amplitude calculated by the output current of 

TENG according to the fitting formula had only horizontal or vertical direction 

because the designed H-TENG and V-TENG can only generate output in the 

horizontal and vertical vibration direction, not in the vertical and horizontal galloping 

state. On the contrary, the galloping trajectory had evident vertical and horizontal 

displacement under the condition of elliptical galloping, and the amplitude calculated 

by the output current of TENG had vertical and horizontal direction, reflecting the 
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major axis and minor axis of the elliptical galloping trajectory, respectively. In 

addition, the durability and stability of the designed hybridized generator is one of the 

most important performance indexes. Thus, the corresponding tests should be verify 

the durability and stability of the hybridized generator. For the single horizontal and 

elliptical galloping state, the hybridized generator was operated on the galloping test 

machine for 3 hours a day in 15 days under the vibration frequency of 1.2 Hz. The 

output voltage and current of the hybridized generator was tested every half an hour, 

and the average output of 3 hours was used for the output data of one day, as 

displayed in Figure S6 (Supporting Information). From the perspective of the 

continuous operation of 3 hours (Figure S6a-f) and 15 days (Figure S6g-i), the output 

fluctuation of the hybridized generator is less than 5.7% and 4.2%, respectively, 

indicating that the hybridized generator has good output stability and durability.  

In summary, the evaluation method of conductor galloping amplitude based on the 

output current of TENG can reflect the galloping trajectory of the line to a certain 

extent, thereby providing a promising potential solution to effectively achieve the 

characterization of the galloping trajectory of the transmission line on the premise of 

accumulating a large amount of measured data in the further work. In the future, a 

sensing system for monitoring the conductor galloping state (Fig. 7g) can include the 

hybridized generator, distributed sensors, data acquisition terminals, and wireless 

communication modules, which can be an effective strategy to lay the foundation for 

the development and expansion of Power IoT. The TENG of the hybridized generator 

can obtain conductor galloping trajectory information in real time given the condition 

of insufficient power supply or outage maintenance of distributed sensors, and the 

EMG of the hybridized generator can achieve efficient conductor galloping energy 

collection for storage in supercapacitors and further provide power for a wireless unit 

to transmit data signal. Therefore, the design of a TENG-EMG generator offers a 

potential strategy for the fully self-powered and real-time monitoring conductor 

galloping state system by efficiently harvesting galloping energy. 
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Fig. 7. Comparison analysis of the measured galloping trajectory and fitting galloping 

amplitude a) Amplitude comparison between xa and x. b) Relative error of amplitude 

between xa and x under the single direction galloping. c) Relative error of amplitude 

between xa and x under the elliptical galloping. d) Comparison of the fitting galloping 

amplitude and measured galloping trajectory under the horizontal galloping. e) 

Comparison of the fitting galloping amplitude and measured galloping trajectory 

under the vertical galloping. f) Comparison of the fitting galloping amplitude and 

measured galloping trajectory under the elliptical galloping. g) Distributed sensor 

system for monitoring the conductor galloping state. 
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3. Conclusion 

In summary, a hybridized generator based on triboelectric–electromagnetic has been 

designed to harvest the self-excited vibration energy of conductor galloping to supply 

power for the sensors of the power transmission system. Its joint utilization assesses 

the conductor galloping state. Through a sophisticated-designed hybridized generator 

of stator and rotor structure oriented to the application scenarios of transmission lines 

galloping, the vibration energy with the characteristics of low-frequency and large-

amplitude is captures. On the linear motor platform, the impact of vibration 

frequency, vibration amplitude, and vibration acceleration on the hybridized generator 

were systematically investigated, effectively demonstrating the ability of the designed 

generator for vibration energy harvesting under the conditions of conductor galloping. 

Specially, EMG delivered a maximum power output of 16.4 mW (vibration frequency 

of 1.7 Hz and vibration amplitude of 20 cm), which is capable of satisfying the 

requirements for the working mode of low power MCU in the online monitoring 

system aimed at conductor galloping. In addition, H-TENG has more potential 

performance of energy harvesting than V-TENG under the designed size and 

structure. On the scaled reduction model of transmission lines galloping test platform, 

the output, feasibility and durability of the hybridized generator in the horizontal, 

vertical and elliptical galloping states was tested and analyzed. Due to the design 

limitation of the galloping test machine, it cannot reach the vibration amplitude of 

EMG power supply output compared with the output based on linear motor platform, 

but it is noteworthy that the vibration amplitude of the HV transmissions lines 

galloping is much larger than the maximum amplitude induced from the galloping test 

machine. This finding exhibits that the EMG of the hybridized nanogenerator can 

provide effective energy supply for the sensing system in the field of online 

monitoring actual application. Finally, the output current of H-TENG and V-TENG 

can achieve a good linear fit to the amplitude of horizontal and vertical galloping and 

the amplitude of the horizontal long axis and the vertical minor axis in the elliptical 

galloping state, respectively. The galloping trajectory of the transmission line can be 
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characterized to a certain extent by the galloping amplitude obtained from the linear 

fitting results according to the output current of TENG. The peak value and trajectory 

analysis reveals the huge potential of TENG in the field of sensing the conductor 

galloping state. 

 

4. Experimental section 

Fabrication of the hybridized generator. The hybridized generator was fabricated 

by 3D printed stator and rotor blade, magnets, coils, stainless steel blocks, and 

springs. The stator was produced by two laminated 3D printed white resin plates; one 

resin plate was designed as the 12 fan rings were evenly distributed on the surface. 

Twelve copper electrodes were pasted on the corresponding fan rings as the 

triboelectric electrodes. The rotor with six fan ring blades that were evenly distributed 

was produced by 3D printed blades and a bearing. The arched FEP film was attached 

on the ring blades as the triboelectric layer to form the H-TENG. A rectangular groove 

was fabricated on the surface of another resin plate in the stator, and the distance 

between the bottom of the groove and the stator center was designed as 6 mm. Six 

copper electrodes were pasted on one side of the rectangular groove as the 

triboelectric electrode. Three pieces of FEP film as the triboelectric layer were 

attached on the stainless steel block, which was connected to the spring and placed in 

the rectangular groove to form the V-TENG. Five cylindrical grooves were fabricated 

on the two laminated 3D printed boards with the distribution angle of 60. Five coils 

were embedded in the cylindrical grooves, and three cylindrical magnets were placed 

on the rotor blade to form the EMG. A hollow ABS cylinder passed through the stator 

and the bearing. 

Fabrication of the transmission lines galloping test platform. The transmission 

lines galloping test platform included a scaled reduction model of transmission line 

and a galloping testing machine. The scale reduction model of the transmission line 

was fabricated as follows. Fxbw4-10/70 composite suspension insulator was used in 

the scaled model, one side of the insulator was fixed on the supporting pole, and the 
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other end was connected to the strain clamp. The aluminum conductor steel reinforced 

(ACSR) with an outer diameter of 6.97 mm was fixed and supported by strain clamp.  

The galloping testing machine was composed of transverse and longitudinal 

reciprocating motors with compound operation; it was connected to the ACSR for 

galloping. The longitudinal reciprocating motor was placed on the slide rail and 

connected with the transverse reciprocating motor to provide different vibration 

patterns during the experiments. The transverse reciprocating motor generated a 

horizontal push–pull force to simulate the horizontal galloping state of the 

transmission line. The longitudinal reciprocating motor generated a vertical push–pull 

force to simulate the vertical galloping state of the transmission line, and the 

coordination work of the two motors was used to simulate the elliptical galloping state 

of the transmission line.  

Electrical measurement and characterization. The output current and voltage of the 

hybridized generator were acquired by a programmable electrometer (Keithley 6514) 

and a Data Acquisition Card (NI PCI-6259) on a Desktop PC. The output data were 

excited by linear motor. The magnetic line of induction and TENG simulation were 

carried out with COMSOL Multiphysics 5.5.   
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Graphical Abstract 

 

 

Highlights 

 This work is characterized by the first propose of harvest the energy of conductor galloping 

by converting mechanical energy to electrical energy and the joint utilization thereof to 

assessment the galloping trajectory. 

 Through a sophisticated-designed hybridized generator of stator and rotor structure oriented 

to the application scenarios of transmission lines, the vibration energy with the 

characteristics of low-frequency and large-amplitude is captures. 

 The peak value and trajectory analysis reveals the huge potential of TENG in the field of 

sensing the conductor galloping state. 
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